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A new set of tableaux is presented to index the weights of the irreducible spinor 
representations of the orthogonal Lie algebra so(2r + 1, C). These tableaux are used 
to develop insertion schemes which combinatorially describe the decomposition of 
the tensor product of the spin representation with an irreducible representation of 
so(2r + 1, C). 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Partitions and tableaux arise naturally in the study of finite dimensional 
irreducible representations of the simple complex classical Lie algebras, 
A, = sl(r + 1, C), B, = so(2r + 1, C), C, = sp(2r, C), and D, = so(2r, C). 
Each classical algebra $9 may be realized as a certain Lie algebra of 
matrices, and the space % of diagonal matrices in 9 forms a Cartan sub- 
algebra. A finite dimensional irreducible representation V of 59 decomposes 
into weight spaces (common eigenspaces) relative to the action of 
*: v= 0 CGcsX’ V,, where V,= {ue VIh.v=~(h)u for all ~EH}. An 
element p in the dual space &* of X is a weight if V, # (0). The dimension 
of VP is the multiplicity of the weight p. When expressed as a linear com- 
bination of the basis of H* of fundamental weights, each weight p has 
integer coefficients. The weights which are expressable as nonnegative 
integer combinations of the fundamental weights are the dominant weights. 
Each irreducible representation has a distinguished dominant weight-its 
so-called highest weight, and the irreducible representations are in one-to- 
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one correspondence with the set of all dominant weights. (See, for example, 
[H, Sect. 211.) 
There is another good choice for a basis of X*-namely E,, . . . . E,, where 
ci denotes the projection of a matrix h E X onto its (i, i) entry. Relative to 
this second basis each dominant weight for the algebras A,. = sl(r + 1, C ) 
and C,=sp(2r, C) has the form C:=, x;E,, where rc= {rr, 3rc2> ... 3 
rr, B O> is a partition. Thus, each irreducible representation for these 
algebras may be labelled by a partition with at most r parts, and the 
irreducible representations are in one-to-one correspondence with the 
partitions with at most r parts. Each dominant weight of the orthogonal 
Lie algebra B,=so(2r + 1, C) is equal to either a sum C’=i TC+, or a sum 
Cr=, (rci + +)E;, where rc = { rci > rc2 > . . . > rc,. 3 0} is a partition. Thus, 
each irreducible so(2r + 1, @)-representation may be labelled by a partition 
or translated partition of at most r parts. The situation for the orthogonal 
Lie algebras D, = so(2r, C) is somewhat more complicated to describe (see, 
for example, [BBL, Proposition 4.27]), and since we do not discuss 
representations of these algebras in this work, we will omit the description. 
Associated to a partition rc = { rc, > rc2 3 . . 3 rc,. 2 0} of some integer M 
is its Ferrers diagram g(n) with xi boxes in its ith row for i= 1, . . . . r. The 
number of rows in F(X) is the number I(X) of nonzero parts in 7~. The 
number of boxes is 1rc = defrc,+ . +TC,=M. A tableau of shape n is a 
filling-in of the boxes of .9(rc) with certain symbols. An interesting com- 
binatorial question is the problem of finding for each classical algebra a 
collection of tableaux of shape ‘II to index the weights of the irreducible 
representation labelled by 71, so that if the weight p has multiplicity m, then 
there are precisely m tableaux which correspond to p. 
The algebra A,=sf(r+l,@) is the Lie algebra of (r+l)x(r+l) 
traceless matrices. Thus if E,, i denotes the projection of a matrix onto its 
(r+l,r+l) entry, then s,+i= -s1 - . -E, holds for A,. We noted 
earlier that the dominant weights of A, can be labelled by partitions of at 
most r parts. However, if 2 = {A, B & > . . . > A,+ , > 0} is a partition with 
,!(A) Q r + 1, then c;z: iisi is the dominant weight CT=, (2,--A,+ i)si. As 
can be seen from [BBL, Lemma 4.51, the set of dominant weights of the 
irreducible A,-representation V(X, A,) labelled by rc corresponds to the set 
of partitions ZZ>, = {A ) I(n) <r+l, 121 =1x1, A<rc), where by 2<7t we 
mean that ii+ ... +&<rr,+ ... +ni for i=l,...,r+l. (Here and 
throughout the paper we assume that parts which are undefined are zero.) 
Such a partition corresponds to the dominant weight We = crt: A,&, = 
p, (A-4+1 )ci. The Weyl group of A, is the symmetric group 
r+, , and it acts on the set of dominant weights to produce the set 
(C~f:AiEp(i)IcPESr+12 i E Z7;,} of all weights of V(v(n, A,). The weights of 
V(x, A,) may be indexed by the column-strict tableaux of shape n with 
entries chosen from { 1, . . . . r + 1 }. If CC is a column-strict tableau of shape 7c, 
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then its entries are strictly increasing down each column and are 
nondecreasing left to right across each row. The weight corresponding to 
CI is wt(cr) =def ZrLi (# i’s)si. In particular, the tableau having i in each 
box in its ith row has weight w, = Cf= I rciai, which is the highest weight. 
We associate to the column-strict tableau CY the monomial 
xa = x: 1’s . . . x,“,‘;+ 1 YS which records the number of entries equal to i in CI 
for each i. The formal character (see [H, Sect. 22.51) of V(rc, A,) is the 
Schur function s, =C,e”, where the sum is over all weights p, with the 
term e” repeated m times if the multiplicity of /* is m. Now if ,u = c;L: pisi, 
then e“ = x/;’ . ..xp++f. where xi= e&l, and s,(x,, . . . . x,, 1) = C, xy’ .*.x7;,!. 
(Note that x,...x~+~=~, as .sl+ ... +s,+i=O.) Because of the corre- 
spondence between column-strict tableaux and weights the Schur function 
&(X1 9 . . . . x, + 1 ) is the sum C, xa over all column-strict tableaux of shape x 
(see [L, p. 1911; [Ki], or [P2]). The Schur functions s,, where rr has no 
more than r parts, lie in the ring, (Z[.xl, . . . . x,+i]/(xl, . . . . xrfl- l))“r+’ 
and they constitute a H-basis for that ring of invariants. 
In generalizing this framework to the other classical Lie groups King 
[Ki] (and later King and El-Sharkaway [KE]) introduced certain 
tableaux to index the weights of the irreducible representations. For the 
symplectic group Sp(2r, @), or equivalently for the symplectic Lie algebra 
C, = sp(2r, UZ), the irreducible representations are again labelled by parti- 
tions rc having no more than Y parts. The set of dominant weights of the 
irreducible C,-representation V(rc, C,) is { Wj. = xi= 1 ilisi ( Z(n) Q r, A6 n, 
171) - 121 even> (see [BBL, Lemma 4.53). The Weyl group is the hyper- 
octahedral group W, g (h/2Z)’ x S, consisting of all bijective maps 
cp: ( f 1, . ..) -+r} + { + 1, . . . . + r} which satisfy cp( - i) = -q(i). Then 
PD(&i) =&cp(i), where &-i=def -si. Thus the full set of weights is 
{CJ=~~i&,(ijlP~~,, 4A)Gr, il<rc, (rc( - IA/ even}. The character of 
V(rc, C,) is the sum sp, = CpeP over all weights p counting multiplicities. 
Letting xi = e&l we have ~p,Jxf’, . . . . x,!!‘) = C, x’;’ ...x;. The characters 
sp,(xf l, . ..) x’1)=~~x~L.x~, where Z(Z) < r comprise a Z-basis for the 
ring of Weyl group invariants Z[x:‘, . . . . x”]“r. 
Following [Ki, KE] we define: 
DEFINITION 1.1. A tableau y of shape rc with entries in the alphabet 
{i<i<2d< . . . < r < F} is a C,-tableau if 
(i) the entries are nondecreasing left to right across the rows and 
strictly increasing down the columns; 
(ii) all entries in row i are greater than or equal to i. 
To the C,-tableau y we associate the weight wt(y)=C;=, (#i’s- #i’s).zi, 
and attach to y the monomial x7 = XT l”- #i’s . . . x,#~‘~- #“‘. For example, if 
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x={3~3B23231~=i32,2”,1}andr~5,thenthefollowingtableauis 
an C,-tableau of shape rc having .x’ = .x,-‘.Y~x~.Y~ : 
1 T T 
2 2 3 
y= P 3 4 
4 4 
L-l 5 
The sum C, xy over all C,-tableau of shape rc has been shown by King 
[Ki] to be the character of the irreducible C,-representation labelled by 71. 
Thus, 
sp,(x:‘, . ..) x”) = c X7. (1.2) 
y,yC,tableau shape x 
Each finite dimensional irreducible representation of the orthogonal 
algebra B, = so(2r + 1, @) can be labelled by a partition or translated 
partition. The ones labelled by partitions are referred to as polynomial 
representations because they correspond to polynomial representations of 
the special orthogonal group SO(2r + 1, @). Those labelled by translated 
partitions are called spinor representations. Following King and 
El-Sharkaway we use the notation [A; X] to indicate the result of trans- 
lating the partition rc. The translated partition [A; 01 corresponding to 
the empty partition is the label for the spin representation. (See [J, p. 2291 
for the definition of this representation.) We use the abbreviated notation 
A in this case. The orthogonal algebra acts naturally on UZzr+’ by matrix 
multiplication and the resulting representation is the irreducible representa- 
tion labelled by the partition (11 of 1. The polynomial representations are 
precisely the ones which occur as summands in the k-fold tensor product 
of the natural representation for some k when it is decomposed into a 
direct sum of irreducibles, while every irreducible so(2r + 1, @)-representa- 
tion occurs in the k-fold tensor product of the spin representation for 
some k. (The latter result can be deduced, for example, from repeated 
applications of (2.2) and (2.3) below.) For the polynomial representations 
the set of dominant weights is {wA =C;=, lisill(il)dr, I<n} (see for 
example, [BBL, Lemma 4.51). The Weyl group is the hyperoctahedral 
group W, with the same action on ,si as in the symplectic case. By analogy 
with the symplectic case, the character of the irreducible so(2r + 1, a=) 
representation labelled by rc is given by so,(x: ‘, . . . . x” ) = C, x’;’ . . . .xF, 
where the sum is over all weights including multiplicities, and these 
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functions also comprise a basis for the ring of Weyl group invariants 
Z[xy, .*., x,“p. 
For each polynomial and each spinor representation King and El- 
Sharkaway [KE] have found a collection of tableaux which index the 
weights. For the polynomial representations Sundaram [Su2] has intro- 
duced another set of tableaux which are somewhat easier to describe than 
those in [KE] and more suitable for our investigations in this paper. In 
presenting Sundaram’s definition we write rc 2 1 for partitions rc and 2 to 
mean that ni > Li for all i. The diagram obtained by deleting 9(n) from 
9(n) is the skew shape x/l. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A tableau /I of shape rc with entries in the alphabet 
{i-d<2d< . . . < r < f< 00 } is a B,-tableau if 
(i) the entries in { 1 <i <2<2 < ... <r< Y> form a C,-tableau 
(Definition 1.1) of shape 1 for some partition 2 with rc 2 2; 
(ii) the entries equal to co form a vertical strip of skew shape 
n/l-that is, no two co’s appear in the same row. 
For example, the tableau 
1 ia 
p=2 2 co P cc 
is a B,-tableau of shape n = { 3*, 1 }. The noninlinity entries form a C,-tableau 
of shape il = { 22}, and the co’s form a vertical strip of skew shape rc/L 
To the B,-tableau /I we attach the monomial xp = ~1#“~-#r~ ... 
x#““-#~“. It is evident from the definitions that the following identity 
holds in the ring h[xf’, . . . . x”]? 
c ,p= c sp].(x:‘, . ..) x”). (l-4) 
8, B,-tableau shape II 1 c R, n/l a vertical strip 
Using Cauchy identities and (1.4), Sundaram [Su2] has argued that the 
sum & xB over all B,-tableau of shape rc is the character so,(x:l, . . . . x”) 
of the irreducible polynomial representation of the orthogonal group 
SO(2r + 1, C) labelled by rr. Therefore, 
so,(x:l, . ..) x,“‘) = c XB. 
/3, fl &tableau shape ?I 
(1.5) 
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We next present an analogous set of tableaux for the spinor representa- 
tions. These tableaux are different from the tableaux used in [KE] for 
these representations. First we begin with the spin representation. 
DEFINITION 1.6. A spin-tableau of length r is a vertical column of r half- 
boxes such that the jth box contains either j or 7 for j = 1, . . . . r. 
DEFINITION 1.7. A B,-tableau r of shape [d; rc] is a spin tableau IJ of 
length r adjoined to the left of a C,-tableau y of shape rr with entries in the 
alphabet { 1 < i < 2 < 2 < . . < r < Y}. We write t = cr a y. 
An example of a B,-tableau of shape [d; (32, l}] for B, =so(ll, C) is 
the following: 
The spin representation has precisely one dominant weight-namely its 
highest weight i(sr + . . . + E,). The remaining weights are the permutations 
of the highest weight under the Weyl group action, and thus are simply all 
linear combinations xi= r piei, where p”i = i or - f for each i. The weight 
attached to a spin-tableau o is XI= r piei, where ,ni = 4 if the entry in the ith 
box is i, and pi= - 4 if the entry is i. We associate to o the term 
x0 = xy . . . xr. Clearly, the spin-tableaux are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the weights, and 
SOd(Xf1’2, . . . . x’ 1’2) = c xa (1.8) 
6, c, spin-tableau 
is the character of the spin representation. 
Each B,-tableau of shape [d; X] is comprised of a spin-tableau (T of 
length r adjoined to a C,-tableau y of shape rc. We associate to that tableau 
the expression xbxy, and make the definition 
+ I/2 
qA;+I 3 . . . . x; +I/*) = 1 xoxy. 
0, Y 
y C,-tableau shape n 
o spin-tableau 
(1.9) 
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El-Samra and King [EK] and Proctor [Pl ] have shown the character 
xCdinl of the irreducible B,-representation labelled by [d; x] has the 
expression 
Q&n3(X:1’2, . ..) x,y2) =SOd(Xf”2, . ..) x”‘2).sp,(x:‘, . ..) x”) 
= c xDx’. (1.10) 
0, Y 
y C,-tableau shape II 
CT spin-tableau 
Thus, SOL+, is the character of the irreducible B,.-representation labelled 
by Cd; n]. Equation (1.10) was the original motivation behind Defini- 
tion 1.7. 
In Section 2 we discuss results of Klimyk and Kass which allow us to 
read off the irreducible summands in the tensor product of any 
so(2r + 1, @)-representation with the spin representation. This information 
is used in Section 3 to develop insertion algorithms which use the tableaux 
defined in this section to describe tensoring with the spin representation. 
Finally, in Section 4 we prove that the insertion algorithm of Section 3 is 
in fact a weight-preserving bijection. 
2. THE TENSOR PRODUCT FORMULA OF KLIMYK-KASS 
A fundamental problem in the representation theory of complex simple 
Lie algebras is to determine the decomposition of the tensor product of two 
irreducible representations into irreducible summands. The number of 
times a given irreducible representation occurs as a summand is often 
referred to as its outer multiplicity or simply its multiplicity. By manipulat- 
ing Weyl’s character formula Klimyk [Kl] has derived a formula for outer 
multiplicities. An outline of the proof of this formula is given in [H, 
p. 1421. The basic idea behind Klimyk’s method is to express the outer 
multiplicities in terms of the multiplicities of the weights of one of the fac- 
tors-that is, express the outer multiplicities as linear combinations of the 
inner multiplicities of one of the tensor factors. For “small” representations 
Klimyk’s method works very nicely, but because of its dependence on the 
Weyl group, it becomes computationally difficult to implement in other 
cases. Kass [Ka] has made a detailed analysis of Klimyk’s formula when 
one of the factors is a small representation such as the adjoint representa- 
tion, the representation having highest weight equal to the highest short 
root, or one of the so-called minuscde representations. The minuscule 
representations are those with precisely one orbit of weights under the 
Weyl group action. In particular, for minuscule representations Kass’s 
result gives the following: 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let v, v’ be dominant weights of a simple complex Lie 
algebra 9 and let V(v, Ce), V(v’, 9) denote the corresponding irreducible 
Q-representations having those weights as highest weights. Let 52(v) denote 
the set of weights of V(v, 9). Zf V(v, 3) IS a minuscule representation, then 
V( v, 3) @ V( v’, Y) = c V( v’ + p, 9). 
fl E R(v), 18’ + JI dominant 
As we observed in the introduction, the spin representation of B, is 
minuscule, so Proposition 2.1 applies, Let V(v, B,) = V(d, B,), the spin 
representation, and write V(z, B,) (resp. V([d; 7~1, B,)) for V(v’, ‘3) if 
v’= XI= 1 nCisi (resp. C:= 1 (n,+ 4)~~). If ,U is a weight of V(d, B,), then 
p=~CJ=,pisi, where pi=+ or - 1 for each i. Assume that v’= xi=, nisi 
and consider v’ + p. We append a column of r half-boxes to the left side of 
the diagram of rc and delete a whole box from the right end of the ith row 
whenever pi= -$. If the resulting shape to the right of the half-boxes 
corresponds to the frame of a partition ;1, then v’ + p is a dominant weight 
and the associated representation V( [A; %], B,) = V(v’ + p, B,) occurs as a 
summand. Moreover, to every partition A obtained from 7c by deleting a 
vertical strip, there corresponds a weight p of V(d, B,), with v’ + p = 
I;= 1 (A;+ ;)E,. Thus, 
VW, &IO VT B,) = c V( Cd; Al, &I. (2.2) 
A,n/l vertical strip 
In the other case, V(v’, B,) = V( [d; rc], B,) for some partition rc. To add 
a weight p to v’ = XI= I (rri + i)si, delete all the half-boxes on the diagram 
of [d; rr] and add a box to the right end of row i for each i with pLi = 4. 
If the resulting diagram corresponds to a partition p, then V(p, B,) occurs 
as a summand, and otherwise not. Moreover, any p obtainable from rr by 
adding a vertical strip corresponds to some weight p of V(A, B,). Therefore 
J’M&)OV(Cd;nl,B,)= c VP, B,). (2.3) 
p. p/n vertxal strip 
In particular, observe that the result of Brauer-Weyl [SW], 
W, B,)O W, B,) = i V({ I”>, B,), (2.4) 
m=O 
is an immediate consequence. In this equation the partition {lo} should be 
interpreted as the empty partition. The corresponding representation is the 
one-dimensional trivial representation having 0 as its highest weight. 
As a second application of Proposition 2.1, we have the following well- 
known result: 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. For 7~ a partition having no more than r parts, let 
V(X, C,) denote the finite-dimensional irreducible C,-representation having 
highest weight labelled by 7t. Then 
V( ( 1 >T C,) 0 V(% C,) = c %A C,) 0 c VA C,), 
P, IPI4 = 1 1, In/i = 1 
where p and I are partitions having no more than r parts. 
Proof Recall from Section 1 that the finite-dimensional irreducible 
representations of C, are labelled by partitions rt having r or fewer parts, 
where rc corresponds to the dominant weight w,=C;=, rci.si. The 
irreducible C,-representation labelled by the partition { 1) is the natural 
representation of C, on Vr. Its set of weights is ( fsil i = 1, . . . . r}, and 
V( { 1 }, C,) is a minuscule representation. Thus, by Proposition 2.1, a sum- 
mand occurs in the decomposition of the tensor product for each i such 
that w, + ci (or w, - .si) is dominant. Therefore, if adding (resp. deleting) a 
box at the right end of ith row of 7~ gives a partition p (resp. A) then 
V(p, C,) resp. V(L, C,)) is a summand, as claimed. 1 
Suppose now that V is the irreducible representation of the simple Lie 
algebra 9 = B,, C,, F4, or G2 with the highest short root of 9 as its highest 
weight. Let i,, . . . . i, denote the base of simple roots (where r=4 when 
3 = F4, and r = 2 when 9 = G2). For v a dominant weight, let vl, . . . . v, 
denote the coordinates of v relative to the basis (w , , . . . . w,} of fundamental 
weights. Then Kass [Ka] has shown the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Assume that V is the irreducible representation of 
‘3 = B,, C,, F4, or G, with the highest short root of 9 as its highest weight, 
and let v be a dominant weight of Y. Then 
V@ V(v, 9) = mV(v, 3)@ C V(v+i, 913 
< short root of 54 
Y  + g dominant 
where m=l{ilvi#O and ii short}1 and mV(v,Q) is the direct sum of m 
copies of V(v, 3). 
In the particular case that $3 = B,, the set of short roots is 
{ fe,li= 1, . . . . r } (see [Bo, p. 2521) and the highest short root is .sl . The 
representation V is just the natural representation V( (11, B,) corre- 
sponding to the partition (1 }. There is precisely one simple root which is 
short, namely [,. The dominant weight v corresponds to 5, where { is a 
partition rc or a translated partition [A; x]. Now the fundamental weights 
when expressed in terms of the q’s are given by wi = si + ..- + q, for 
i=l,..., r-l, and o,=$(E,+ ... + E,). Thus, Proposition 2.6 becomes in 
this case, 
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=mV(& B,)O 1 Q5’> &IO c Vt”, B,), (2.7) 
C’. I<‘)<1 = I <“, ,<;1”‘, = , 
where m = 1 if 4 = [d; rr] or if [ = rc and n has I’ parts, and WI= 0 otherwise. 
A term of the form V(t’, B,) (resp. I’((“, B,)) occurs in the right side of 
(2.7) if adding (deleting) a whole box at the right end of some row of 5 
gives a translated partition 5’ (resp. 4”) when 5 = [d; X] and a partition 4’ 
(resp. 5”) when 4 = rc. 
Remark. The results of this section could also be derived using the 
modified Littlewood-Richardson rules in conjunction with the modification 
rules given in [BKW]. 
3. INSERTION SCHEMES 
Let B be one of the classical Lie algebras, and let 5, r’ denote partitions 
(or translated partitions). An insertion scheme is an algorithm which 
produces from tableaux r and r’ associated to V(t, 9) and I’((‘, ‘9) a 
tableau, denoted z H r’, which corresponds to a weight of an irreducible 
summand of V(& 9) @ V(<‘, ‘9). Thus, insertion schemes describe tensor 
products in combinatorial terms. To be worthy of the name, an insertion 
scheme must be bijective and weight-preserving. More specifically, if FE 
and + are the sets of tableaux corresponding to V(cJ, 99) and V(g’, 9), 
respectively, and if Z& is the set of tableaux corresponding to the 
irreducible summand V(t”, 9) of P’(& 9) 0 V(t’, Y), then the map 
FE x F<, + u;,, Ft., sending (z, z’) --+ (r H z’) must be a bijection, and x* . ,yT’ 
must equal xT ++ I’. If V(<“. 9) occurs as a summand m times, then m copies 
of Fe., must lie in the image of the map. Virtually all known insertion 
schemes [T, Be, Sul, Su2, St] describing tensor products are based on 
Schensted row and column insertion, which were introduced in [SC] as ways 
of determining the longest increasing subsequence in a sequence of m 
numbers from, say { 1, 2, . . . . n}. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let 71 be a partition with 1(rc) < r, and let c1 be a 
column-strict tableau of shape ‘II with entries in (1, . . . . r + 11. If 
y E { 1, . . . . r + 1 }, then a c y denotes an algorithm, called Schensted row 
insertion, for inserting y into 01. The algorithm is defined as follows: 
(i) Insert y into the first row of a by displacing the leftmost symbol 
strictly greater than LX; if no symbol is greater than y, add y to the end of 
the first row. 
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(ii) If y displaces a symbol from the first row, insert that symbol 
into the second row according to the rules in (i). 
(iii) Repeat this procedure for each subsequent row, until a symbol 
is added to the end of some (possibly empty) row. 
For example, if y = 2 and 
1 3 3 
cI= bw 2 4 
then c1 t y yields 
The result of Schensted row insertion is a column-strict tableau of shape 
p for some partition p with I~/nl = 1. Assume u H a is defined to be 
a+y.Themap(M,a)-t(l H CI) is an insertion scheme which describes 
the tensor product I’( { l}, A,) 0 V(rc, A,) = &P,R,Z i V(p, A,) for all 7~. 
Thomas CT] has extended the Schensted procedures to develop an insertion 
scheme for describing V(rc, A,) @ I’(+, A,) for any pair or partitions n, X’ 
having Y or fewer parts. Using these ideas Thomas gives a combinatorial 
proof of the Littlewood-Richardson rule for resolving the tensor product. 
There has been some effort in the last few years to generalize these 
results to the other classical algebras (see [Be, Su2] ). There is an 
immediate difficulty that one encounters in attempting to mimic Schensted 
row insertion for algebras X,, where X= B or C. Inserting an element 
y E { 1, T, 2,2, . ..) r, r} into an X,-tableau r may displace an i from row i- 1 
into row i, and row i may contain an i. The next step would cause an i to 
be inserted into row i+ 1, and the result would be a tableau which fails to 
be X,-tableau. When that happens we say that a violation occurs. There- 
fore, rather than displacing the i in this situation, we follow Berele’s proce- 
dure [Be] of replacing the leftmost i with an i and erasing the symbol 
(which is necessarily an i) from the first box in row i. This produces a 
punctured tableau having an empty box as the first box in row i. The empty 
box is then moved to the southeast border of the tableau by what is called 
a “jeu de taquin.” 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let r be the punctured X,-tableau obtained from an 
X,-tableau by erasing the symbol from one box. Let e and s be the symbols 
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to the east and south of the empty box. A jeu de taquin is a sequence of 
steps for moving the empty box to the southeast edge of the tableau. 
A single step in this sequence is given by the following: 
(i) If e fails to exist and s exists then interchange s and the empty 
box. 
(ii) If e exists, but s does not then interchange e and the empty box. 
(iii) If e, s exist and e 3 s then interchange s and the empty box, 
unless both e and s are co. If e = s = cc then interchange e and the empty 
box. 
(iv) If e, s exist and e < s then interchange e and the empty box. 
The steps continue until none of the rules applies. At this point e and s fail 
to exist, and the jeu de taquin terminates. 
DEFINITION 3.3 [Be, Su23. Let z be an X,-tableau (X= B or C) of 
shape rt, and assume y E { 1, i, ,.,, r, i, co >. Then z c y denotes an algorithm 
for inserting y into z, defined as follows: 
(i) Insert y into r using Schensted row insertion with the added rule 
that cc always displaces co. If Z(rc) = r, and if co is displaced from row r, 
delete that co. 
(ii) If a violation occurs in the ith row, replace the leftmost iin that 
row with i. Erase the symbol, which is necessarily an i, from the first box 
of that row. Move the empty box to the southeast edge using a jeu de 
taquin and then delete it. 
When y is a C,-tableau and y E { 1, i, 2, 2, . . . . r, J}, the insertion u H y 
given by y c y is Berele’s insertion scheme [Be]. When no violation occurs, 
the scheme produces a C,-tableau of shape p, where I~/nl = 1. If a violation 
occurs, the result of y c y is a C,-tableau of shape 1 for some partition I 
with Irc/,l = 1. Thus, Berele’s algorithm is a bijection which combinatorially 
describes the decomposition V( { 1 }, C,) @ V(n, C,) = &,plnl =, V(p, C,) 0 
CJ ,,,=, I, =, V(n, C,) in Proposition 2.5. When p is a B,-tableau and 
y E ( 1, i, . . . . r, F, co} Sundaram [Su2] has argued that the scheme 
0 y H p = /? t y gives a combinatorial description of the following tensor 
product which comes from (2.7): V( { 1 }, B,) 0 V(z, B,) = mV(z, B,) 0 
c p, Ip/nl = I v(P, Br) 0 Ci. In/j.1 = I V(n, B,), where m = 1 if 1(rc) = r and m = 0 
otherwise. To complete the picture of tensoring with the natural representa- 
tion V( { 1 }, B,) in the B,-case, we have the following: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let /3 be a B,-tableau of shape { 1) having as its entry 
y E { 1, i, . . . . r, F, co }. Let z = IJ 4 y be a B,-tableau of shape [A; x] where r~ 
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is a spin tableau of length r and y is a C,-tableau of shape 71. Let /? H T be 
given by 
def Z 
PI-+7 = 
1 
if y=cc 
0 -ay’ where y’ = y t y (as in Definition 3.3) when y # CO. 
Then the map 
given by (8, r) + (j3 H z) is a weight preserving bijection which describes the 
tensor product in (2.7) 
= VCd; xl, &IO 1 VCd; PI, B,)O c vc-4; 21, B,). 
P. IPh = 1 I., III/% = 1 
Proof The pairs (H, ) r are mapped bijectively onto FrAin,, and since 
co has weight zero, this is a weight-preserving bijection. It is a direct conse- 
quence of Berele’s insertion scheme that the pairs ( u, r), where y # cc are 
sent bijectively onto Up,,,n, = r FrdGP7 UI .,,=, I, = r YtAGl, in a way that respects 
the weights. 1 
We want to develop insertion schemes which describe the result of 
tensoring the spin representation with any B,-irreducible representation. 
As (2.2) and (2.3) indicate, there are two distinct kinds of tensor products. 
We begin with the simpler of the two cases: 
THEOREM 3.5. Assume o is a spin-tableau of length r and /!I is a 
B,-tableau of shape z. Let o H /I =defo 4 j?, where /? is the C,-tableau 
obtainedfrom B by deleting the vertical strip of boxes which contain CO. Then 
given by (0, P) 4 (o-/I) is a weight-preserving bijection which describes 
the tensor product in (2.2), 
W, 4) 0 v(n, B,) = c V [A; 11, B,). 
2.. ~1% vertical strip 
Proof By Definition 1.3, the noninfinity entries of p form a C,-tableau 
of shape i for some partition 1 such that x/n is a vertical strip. Thus D H j? 
lies in UA,nll vertical strip FCAEll. Moreover, since xB = xb, it is clear that rl is 
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weight-preserving. Conversely, if z E lJL,rrij, vert,ca, str,p YLj,j,, then T E ~~~;j.l 
for some i, and by Definition 1.7, T = CJ 4 7 for some spin tableau o and 
some C,-tableau y of shape A. The diagram of i. is obtained from that of 
rc by deleting a vertical strip. Glue that strip to the diagram of y and in 
each added box place co. The result is a B,-tableau B of shape rr, with 
~(a, 8) = P 4 y = t. Thus, q is a weight-preserving bijection. u 
In the other variety of tensor product, V(d, B,)@ V( [d; n], B,), the r 
symbols of a spin tableau Q must be inserted into a B,-tableau z = CT’ 4 y. 
Therefore, unlike the schemes described above, a single insertion involves 
dealing with r different symbols. Roughly speaking, we achieve a bijection 
by constructing from the entries of c and O’ a sequence of symbols which 
then are inserted into y to produce a B,-tableau of a suitable shape. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let o be a spin tableau and let 0,) . . . . B, be the symbols 
in the half-boxes of 6, read from top to bottom. Similarly let 0’ be a second 
spin tableau and let its symbols be O;, . . . . 0:. For i= 1, . . . . r let si be one of 
the following sets of zero, one or two symbols from { 1, i, 2, 2, . . . . r, Y}: 
(i) si= {i> if O,=B(=i; 
(ii) si= {i} if Oi=8i=fi; 
(iii) si=@ if 8,=i and O,!=i; and 
(iv) si = {I, i} if Bi = i and 0: = i. 
The sequence associated to a and rr’ is the sequence obtained by listing the 
symbols in U:= r si in decreasing order. 
Remark. Note this establishes a one-to-one correspondence between 
pairs of spin tableaux and strictly decreasing sequences of symbols from 
(1, i, 2, Z, . . . . r, r). 
As an example, suppose that 
i 
2 
0= 4 3 
4 
5 
and (J’ = 
i 
2 II( 3 4 5 
The sequence associated to cr and 6’ is 5, 5, 4, 4, 2, i. 
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THEOREM 3.7. Assume that a is a spin tableau of length r and z = a’ Q y 
is a B,-tableau of shape [A; n]. Let yq> ... > y1 be the sequence associated 
to a, a’. Let 
at+T 2 (..-((y+y,)+y,-,)+ . ..yl). 
where insertion is as Definition 3.3 with one exception-when an empty box 
reaches the southeast edge, rather than being deleted, an CO is placed in it. 
Then 
given by (a, z) L (a H t) is a weight-preserving bzjection which describes 
the tensor product in (2.3): 
W, B,)O V(Cd; 7~1, B,)= C VP, &I. 
p, p/x vertical strip 
Remark. Since we have modified the usual definition of insertion in 
Theorem 3.7, it is not immediately apparent that the result of a++ T is 
B,-tableau. This will be verified in the course of proving Theorem 3.7. We 
present an example to illustrate the algorithm of this theorem, and then 
devote Section 4 to the proof. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
i 
a= 4 2 3 and t=a’ay= 
11 z 
@ 
22 3. 
3 
Then the sequence associated to a and a’ is 2, i, 1, and the tableaux 
produced in (((7 t 2) t i) t 1) are 
1 2 IF 2 2 3 i i P 2 co 3 and I 
582a/Sl/2-5 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.7 
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 3.7. Therefore, 
throughout this section p t-v is the modified insertion of Theorem 3.7. 
Because we have altered the rules, B c 17 need not be B,-tableau when /I is 
a II,-tableau of shape 71 and J’ E { 1, i, 2, 2, . . . . r, f>. For example, if y = 1 
and/?=mI thenB+yis I) co co . Definition 4.1 gives restrictions that 
guarantee fl t y is a B,-tableau and Lemma 4.2 proves the restrictions 
suffice. Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 use this result to show that when y is a 
C,-tableau of shape 71 and y, > ... > y, is a sequence of symbols from 
{ 1, i, 2,Z, . . . . r, ?} then the sequence of insertions (... ((y t y,) c y,- 1)...) 
cyI) is well defined and the result is a B,-tableau of shape p, where p/n 
is a vertical strip. Since our insertion scheme consists of such repeated 
insertions this proves it produces results of the correct form. Definitions 
4.6, 4.7, 4.9, and 4.11 describe a recovery procedure, and Lemmas 4.8, 4.10, 
and 4.12-4.14 prove recovery and the insertion scheme are inverses. The 
proof of Theorem 3.7 concludes by using this fact to show II, the map 
defined by the insertion scheme, is a weight-preserving bijection. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Suppose p is a B,-tableau of shape 7c and 
YE (1, i, 2, 2, . . . . r, r}. We say the pair (/I, y) is proper if 
(i) the insertion /I c y does not cause a violation, or 
(ii) the insertion /I c y causes a violation and the 00 created by the 
corresponding jeu de taquin lies strictly above every other cc in /I c-y. 
(Here and throughout this paper or view is that the “top” of a tableau is 
its first row and the “bottom” is its last, and thus to say an cc in row i is 
above one in row i’ means i’> i.) 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume /? is a B,- tableau of shape 7c and y E 
(1, T, 2, 2, . ..) r, 71, and suppose (8, y ) is proper. Then p’ = (/3 + y ) is a 
B,-tableau of shape p, where p/z is a single box or p = 71. 
ProoJ Clearly when there is no violation /?’ is a I?,-tableau of shape p, 
where p/n is a single box. Suppose there is a violation. Then /Icy 
produces a punctured B,-tableau of shape 7~ and the empty box is 
eliminated with a jeu de taquin. Consider the tableaux produced by the 
intermediate steps of the jeu de taquin. Since the co produced by the jeu de 
taquin lies above every other in fi’, the east neighbor of the empty box in 
each intermediate tableau cannot be co. Under these conditions the inter- 
mediate tableaux have to be punctured B,-tableaux of shape R, and thus /I’ 
must be a B,-tableau of shape n. 1 
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We need to fix some notation. If /I is a B,-tableau of shape rc and 
YE (1, i, 2, z, . . . . r, F} then fl t y is a tableau of shape p, where either p/n 
is a single box or p = rr. If p/x is the box (c, d) in row c and column d we 
say the box associated to the insertion of y is (c, d). If not, the insertion 
must have caused a violation, and the corresponding jeu de taquin moved 
an empty box to the edge of the tableau, say to position (c’, d’), and placed 
an co in it. In this case we say the box associated to the insertion of y is 
(c’, d’). 
Suppose that in fi t y the insertion of y displaces z, from row 1, z1 dis- 
places z2 from row 2, and so on until ziez displaces zi- 1 from row i- 1 
and ziml is added to the end of row i. We say the sequence of displaced 
symbols is zl, z2, . . . . zi- I (cf. CT]). Observe zk 2 k + 1 for each k. We would 
also like to define the sequence of displaced symbols for the case where the 
insertion leads to a violation. Suppose y displaces z1 from row 1, z1 dis- 
places z2 from row 2, and so on until zi- z displaces zip 1 from row i - 1, 
but zi _ 1 = i and row i contains an i. We say the sequence of displaced sym- 
bols is zi, z2, . . . . ziel, and again zk 2 k + 1 for each k. Now consider the 
positions the empty box passes through in the resulting jeu de taquin. 
Suppose that column d is the final column the empty box occupies, and 
assume for 1 <j < d that in column j the bottommost position reached by 
the empty box is (bj, j). We say the line corresponding to the jeu de taquin 
is (b,, 11, (b2, 21, . . . . (bd, 4. 
To simplify the notation we use fit y to denote both the algorithm and 
the tableau it produces. If yq, . . . . y, and /3 are chosen so that for each k, 
(... ((B + y,) + yq- 1) ...) + yk) is a B,-tableau, we write /3 t yq, . . . . y, as a 
shorthand for (. . . ((fl t y,) c yq- 1). . .) c yl). 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose /? is a B,-tableau of shape rt, y E { 1, i, 2,2, . . . . r, f>, 
(p, y) is proper, and p t y causes a violation. Let 8’ be the tableau /I +- y and 
suppose y’ E { 1, i, 2,2, . . . . r, r} and y > y’. Then 
(i) (/?‘, y’) is proper. 
(ii) /I’ t y’ causes a violation and the CO created by the resulting jeu 
de taquin lies strictly above the co created by the jeu de taquin for /It y. 
ProoJ Let z,, z2, . . . . ziPI be the sequence of displaced symbols for 
/I + y and let z’, , z;, . . . . z:,- 1 be the sequence for /.I’ t y’. To make the 
notation uniform let z0 be y and zb be y’. Since /It y causes a violation, 
zk<m for each k<i-1, and ziPi = i. Moreover, because y > y’ > 1, this 
violation cannot be in the first row and so i > 1. Since z,, > zb and the first 
row of 8’ contains zO, wherez~~z,<z,<cc.Similarly,z~~zk~,<z,<cc 
for each kd min(i- 1, if- 1). If i’> i then both zip1 <zip 1 = i and 
z! I-, > i, a contradiction; therefore i’ < i. Now assume /3’ c y’ does not 
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cause a violation. Then ~1,~ i is greater than or equal to every symbol in 
row i’ of /I’. In particular, this row contains z,,- 1, contradicting our obser- 
vation that z:.- i < ziz _ 1. Thus /I’ t y’ causes a violation. 
Suppose the line for thejeu de taquin of b t .v is (6,) 1) (b?, 2), . . . . (bd, d) 
and the line for the jeu de taquin of fl’ c y’ is (b; , 1) (b;, 2), . . . . (b&. , d’). We 
induct on k to show d’bk and b,>b;,...,b,>b; for ldk,<d. If k=l 
then certainly d’ 2 k. If d = 1, the CC in (6, , 1) is the highest in /I t y, and 
thus the rules for our jeu de taquin for y’ guarantee b, > 6;. Now assume 
d> 1 and suppose to the contrary that 6, <b;. Let the violation resulting 
from /I c y be in row i and that from /3’ c y’ be in row i’. By the work 
in the first paragraph, i’ < i. In the jeu de taquin for y at the step just before 
the empty box is moved out of (b,, 1) into the second column, the portion 
of the tableau around the empty box looks like the picture below. 
column 
1 
row b, 
The next step of the jeu de taquin changes this portion to 
column 
. 
Since i’ < i and since we are assuming bl <b; this means that in the jeu de 
taquin for y’ there is a step at which this portion looks like the following 
(u is some symbol whose value is of no consequence) 
column 
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Ordinarily u’ is u; however, in the case where i = b, > b, - 1 = i’, it is 
possible to have u’= b, - 1~6, - 1 = U. In either case ~‘6 uce< cc 
and therefore the empty box must move east, contradicting b, d b;. 
Now assume k > 1. By the induction hypothesis d’ 2 k- 1 and 
b,>b; ,..., bk-l>bbb-l. The same reasoning we used in the k = 1 case 
shows d’ 2 k and bk > 6;. This proves the cc in B’ t y’ created by the jeu 
de taquin is strictly above every other cc in /3’ cy’ and thus (p’, y’) is 
proper. 1 
Repeated applications of Lemma 4.3 show that if y is a C,-tableau of 
shape 71 and yy > . . . > y, is a sequence of symbols from ( 1, i, 2,2, . . . . r, f}, 
then y c y,, . . . . y, is a B,-tableau of shape p for some ~27~. In fact p/n 
must be a vertical strip by the following reasoning. If the insertion of yP is 
the first that causes a violation then each subsequent insertion also causes 
one and thus cannot change the shape. Therefore we need only consider the 
insertions of y,, . . . . yP+ , . Suppose q 2 k >p + 1 and let zi, z2, . . . . zi- I and 
z;, z;, *.*, z;.,- 1 be the sequences of displaced symbols for the insertions of 
Yk and Yk-1, respectively. Since y, > ykP I and yk is contained somewhere 
in the first row of y t yq, ,.., yk it must be that i’ > 1 and, provided i > 0, 
z; < zi. Repeating the argument for subsequent rows we see i’ 2 i and 
z; < z2, . . . . zi.- 1 < zi- 1. But zi- 1 ends the ith row in y t y,, . . . . yk, so zi- 1 
displaces something from row i, and hence i’ > i. It follows that the boxes 
added by the insertions of yy, . . . . yP+ 1 form a vertical strip, and thus we 
have proved 
LEMMA 4.4. If y is a C,-tableau of shape IT and y, > ... > y, is a 
sequence of symbols in ( 1, i, 2,2, . . . . r, F} then B’ = (y e yq, . . . . y, ) is a 
B,-tableau of shape p, where p/x is a vertical strip. Moreover, if 
(c,, d,), . . . . (c,, d,) are the boxes corresponding to the insertions of y,, . . . . y, 
and the insertion of yP is the first that causes a violation then cy < . . . < c,,+ 1 
and c,> ... >c,. 
Suppose 0 is a spin-tableau and t = (T’ a y is a B,-tableau of shape 
[d; rt]. At the end of Section 3 we defined ~JH t, our algorithm for 
inserting G into r, to be y c y,, . . . . yI, where yq, . . . . y, is the sequence of 
symbols associated to cr and 0’. The above lemma shows the algorithm 
produces a tableau of the correct form; equivalently it shows the image of 
the map (a, r) A (0 H 7) lies in U,. dn vertical strip Foe 
Lemma 4.4 motivates the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Suppose 8’ is a B,-tableau of shape p. If the co’s in 
p’ are in boxes (ci, d,), . . . . (cP, d,), listed from top to bottom, we say 
the sequence of co’s is (cl, d, ), . . . . (cP, d,). If, in addition, n is a partition 
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such that p/7c is a vertical strip and the boxes in the strip are 
(Cp+L9 d,, 1), . . . . (c,, d,), listed from the bottom up (that is, (c,,,, d,,,) is 
the bottommost one, (c,,,, dpt2 ) is the next one up, and so on) we say 
the sequence of adjoined boxes is (cP+, , d,, ,), . . . . (c,, d,). The sequence of 
boxes associated to p’ and ‘II is (cr , d, ), . . . . (c,, d,), (cP + 1, d, + , ), . . . . (cy, d,). 
We can reinterpret Lemma 4.4 in light of this definition. If b’, rr, and the 
(c,, dk) are as in the statement of the lemma, then (c,, d,), . . . . (c,, d,) is 
also the sequence of boxes associated to /?’ and 7~. 
In the remainder of this section we prove q is a bijection by showing our 
insertion procedure has an inverse. We start by showing how to eliminate 
the topmost CC in a B,-tableau. Two steps are required. First we erase the 
co and move the resulting empty box to the northwest with a reverse jeu 
de taquin given by Definition 4.6. We then transform the punctured tableau 
into an ordinary tableau by a filling-in process described in Definition 4.7. 
DEFINITION 4.6. Suppose p’ is a B,-tableau of shape n containing 00’s. 
The reuerse jeu de taquin starts by erasing the topmost 00 to create an 
empty box. Each step in the reverse jeu de taquin moves the empty box one 
position to the north or west. Suppose the symbols to the north and west 
of the empty box are n and w  (if they exist). The rules for a single step are 
the following. 
(i) If n exists and w  does not, and if interchanging n and the empty 
box does not cause a violation, then interchange n and the empty box. 
(ii) If n fails to exist and w  exists then interchange w  and the empty 
box. 
(iii) If n, w exist and n > w  then interchange n and the empty box. 
(iv) If n, w exist and n < w  then interchange w  and the empty box. 
The reverse jeu de taquin continues until none of the above rules applies. 
At this point the empty box is in the first column and is either in the first 
row or cannot be moved north without causing a violation. The shape 
remains unchanged throughout this process. The reverse jeu de taquin 
preserves column-strictness and does not introduce violations, so the result 
is a punctured B,-tableau of shape n containing one fewer co than did B’. 
Assume the empty box starts in column d and consider the positions it 
passes through in the reverse jeu de taquin. If the topmost position reached 
in the dth column is (bd, d), the topmost in the (d- l)st is (bd- 1, d- l), 
and so on, we say the line corresponding to the reverse jeu de taquin is 
(bc,, 4, (bd- 1, d- l), . . . . (b, , 1). 
DEFINITION 4.7. Let 8’ be a punctured B,-tableau of shape p whose 
empty box is at (i, 1). Assume that the empty box is at (1, 1) or cannot be 
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moved north without causing a violation, and the empty box is in a higher 
row than every 0~) in fl’. The following filling-in procedure transforms p’ 
into a B,-tableau p of shape p and produces a y E { 1, i, 2,2, . . . . r, ?}: 
(i) Place an i in the empty box and change the rightmost i in the 
ith row to an 1. 
(ii) Insert an i into row i- 1 by displacing zipI, the rightmost sym- 
bol strictly smaller than i. 
(iii) Insert zipi into row i - 2 by the same rule, displacing zip z. 
(iv) Continue this process until z1 is displaced from the first row. We 
define y to be zi and /? to be the final tableau. 
Letting zi be i, we say the sequence of displaced symbols is zi, zi- r, . . . . zi. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the tableau 
A reverse jeu de taquin on (3,2) yields the sequence of punctured tableaux 
and tilling-in produces the sequence 
1 1 2 
2 3 
3 
4 co 
1 1 2 
2 El7 3 3 4 cc 
1 1 2 
2 z ET 3 3 4 oc, 
1 1 2 
2 
3 3 
4 co 
1 2 2 
2 2 If7 33 . 4 co 
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The sequence of displaced symbols is 2, 1. Therefore the symbol y displaced 
from the first row is 1 and the final tableau is 
1 2 2 
/k25 . 
3 3 
4 cc 
We need a way to represent elimination. If fi’ is a B,-tableau of shape p 
whose topmost co is in box (c, d) we write /I’ G!-- (c, d) to denote both the 
steps used to eliminate (c, d) and the tableau that results. We use 
/I’ ti (c,, d,), . . . . (c,, d,) as a shorthand for (...((/I’ d (ci, d,)) d 
(c,, 4)) ...I c-!- (c,, dp)). 
LEMMA 4.8. Suppose j?’ is a B,-tableau of shape p and let 
(c,, d,), . . . . (c,, d,) be the sequence of co’s in /3’. For each k let y, be the 
symbol produced by the elimination of (ck, dk) from the tableau 
/?’ L (c,, d,), . . . . (ckp,, dkm.l). Then y,> ... >yl. 
Proof Clearly it is enough to show y, > y,. Let the line for the reverse 
jeu de taquin on (c,,d,) be (b;., d’), . . . . (b;, 1) and that for (c,,d2) be 
(bd, d), . . . . (b,, 1). Essentially the same argument as in the second 
paragraph of the proof of Lemma 4.3 shows b, > b,’ for each j< d. In 
particular, if (i’, 1) = (b; , 1) and (i, 1) = (b i , 1) then i > i’. Let the sequence 
of displaced symbols for the filling-in of (i’, 1) be z:,, . . . . z; and that for 
(i, 1) be zi, . . . . zi. Then zi, > i’ =zi,, hence ziS- i >z:, >zj,_ i, and so on. 
Thus y2=z1>z;=y1. 1 
Note that if /I’, p and the (c,, dk) are as in the lemma then 
p’ * (ci , d, ), . . . . (c,, d,) is a C,-tableau of shape p. 
Next we show how to eliminate a single symbol from the southeast 
boundary of a C,-tableau. 
DEFINITION 4.9. Let y’ be a C,-tableau of shape p. suppose the box 
(c, d) of y’ has no neighbors to the east or south, and suppose rc is the 
partition that results from deleting (c, d) from p. Elimination of (c, d) from 
y’ is an algorithm that yields a C,-tableau y of shape 7c and a symbol 
y E { 1, T, 2, 2, . ..) r, Y}. To eliminate (c, d) we do the following. 
(i) Delete (c, d) from y’. 
(ii) If z, is the symbol that had been in (c, d), insert z, into row c - 1 
by displacing z,. _, , the rightmost symbol strictly smaller than z,. 
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(iii) Insert z,- r into row c - 2 by the same rule, displacing z,- 2. 
(iv) Continue this process until zr is displaced from the first row. We 
define y to be z1 and y to be the final tableau. 
We say the sequence of displaced symbols is z,., z, _ r, . . . . z1 . 
EXAMPLE. Suppose y’ is the C,-tableau 
1 1 2 
2 3 ET 35 . 4 
Elimination of (4, 1) from y’ produces the sequence of tableaux 
1 1 2 IF 2 3 4 5 1 1 2 IF 3 3 4 5 1 2 2 P 33 . 4 5 
The sequence of displaced symbols is 4, 3, 2, 1. Thus y, the symbol dis- 
placed from the first row, is 1, and the final tableau y is 
1 2 2 
y= 3 3 
IF* 
4 5 
If y’ is a C,-tableau of shape p and (c, d) is a box that has no east or 
south neighbors then y’ & (c, d) denotes elimination of (c, d) from y’, 
and y’ & (c,,,, d,,,), . . . . (c,, d,) is a shorthand for (...((y’ & 
(cp+,, d,+,)) 4 (c,+,, dp,,))...) L (c,, d,)). 
LEMMA 4.10. Suppose y’ is a C,-tableau of shape p and n is a partition 
such that p/z is a vertical strip. Let (c p + 1, d, + 1), . . . . (c,, d,) be the sequence 
of adjoined boxes in y’. For each k let yk be the symbol produced by the 
elimination of (ck, dk) from the tableau y’ * (cp + 1, d p+l), ...y (ck--l, 4--l). 
Then y,> ... >Y~+~. 
ProoJ It suffices to show y,, 2 > yP+ r. Let the sequence of displaced 
symbols for the elimination of (c,, i, d,, 1) be zi., . . . . z; and let the 
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sequence for (c~+~, dp+?) be zir . . . . zl. Consider the ith row after the 
elimination of ( cP + r, d, + I) but before the elimination of (cP + 2, d, + ‘). 
Since z, is the symbol at the right end of the row, -?, 3 z;+, > 2;. But then 
7 -iP1>z,!>z~ .r, ~~~~>,zj~,>r:-~, and so on. Since ypf2=z, and 
Yptl =A, Y/T+. .  7’Y,+1. 
Note that if y’, ?I, and the (c,, d,) are as in the lemma, 
y’ A (cP+ , , d,, ,), . . . . (cy, d,) is a C,-tableau of shape z. 
We now define the procedure that inverts our insertion algorithm. 
DEFINITION 4.11. Let /?’ be a B,-tableau of shape p, let rt be a partition 
such that p/n is a vertical strip, and let (c,, d,), . . . . (c,, dy) be the sequence 
of boxes associated to /?’ and rc as in Definition 4.5. The recovery procedure 
is an algorithm to produce from /I’ and 7c a C,-tableau y of shape rc and a 
sequence of symbols yr, . . . . yy E { 1, i, 2, 2, . . . . r, F}, where y is defined to be 
the tableau /3’ G?- (c,, d,), . . . . (c,, d,), and for each k, y, is the symbol that 
results from the elimination of (ck, dk). 
EXAMPLE. Suppose 
The sequence of 00’s is (1,2), (2,2) and the sequence of adjoined boxes is 
(2, 2), so the sequence associated to /I’ and 7c is (1,2), (2,2), (2,2). 
Recovery produces the sequence of symbols y, = 1, y2 = i, y, = 2 and the 
tableau - y= * 2 _ 
EP 2 
LEMMA 4.12. If y,, . . . . y, is the sequence of symbols produced by the 
recovery procedure then y, > . . . > y,. 
ProoJ Let y,, . . . . yP be the symbols produced by eliminating the co’s 
and let y, + r, . . . . y4 be those produced by eliminating the adjoined boxes. 
By Lemmas 4.8 and 4.10, y, > . . . > y, and yy > . . . > y,, , , so all that 
remains is to demonstrate y,, r > y,,. It suffices to show the following: 
Let /I’ be a B,-tableau of shape p whose only co is in (c’, d’), and assume 
y’ and y’ are respectively the C,-tableau and symbol produced by 
8’ d (c’, d’). Let (c, d) be a box in y’ that has no east or south neighbors, 
and let y be the symbol produced by y’ d (c, d). Then y > y’. 
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To prove this assertion let y represent the tableau y’ G-!- (c, d), assume 
z;,, . ..) z; is the sequence of displaced symbols for the filling-in that com- 
pletes the elimination /I’ & (c’, d’), and zi, . . . . z1 is the sequence for 
y’ A- (c, d). If i2i’ then zi,>i’=z:,, hence z~,-~>z:,>z’~,~,, 
ziz ~ z >/z:, _ i > z:,-,, and so on. But then y = z1 > z; = y’. Now suppose 
i< i’. Since zi is the symbol that ends the ith row in y’, zi> z:, 1 > zj. 
Arguing as before, zi- 1 > zip I, zie2 > z:-~, and so on, hence y > y’, as 
claimed. i 
A straightforward consequence of the definitions is 
LEMMA 4.13. t and & invert one another. To be exact: 
(i) Suppose /I is a B,-tableau of shape rc, y E { 1, i, 2, 2, . . . . r, f}, and 
(/?, y) is proper. Let /I’ denote /Icy and let the box associated to the inser- 
tion of y be (c, d). Then the tableau and symbol produced by /I’ +=-!- (c, d) 
are /? and y. 
(ii) Suppose /?’ is a B,-tableau of shape p whose topmost co is in box 
(c, d), and let B and y be the tableau and symbol produced by /?’ G-!- (c, d). 
Then p +- y is fi’. 
(iii) Suppose y’ is a C,-tableau of shape p and (c, d) is a box in y’ 
having no south or east neighbors, and let y and y be the tableau and symbol 
produced by y’ &- (c, d). Then y t y is y’. 
Putting Lemmas 4.12 and 4.13 together we see 
LEMMA 4.14. The insertion algorithm and recovery procedure are inverses 
of one another. To be precise: 
(i) Suppose y is a C,-tableau of shape rc, y, > . . . > y, is a sequence 
of symbols in { 1, i, 2, 2, . . . . r, ?}, and let /3’ denote y + y,, . . . . yl. Then y and 
y,, . . . . y4 are the tableau and sequence of symbols recovered from j? and X. 
(ii) Let /I’ be a B,-tableau of shape p and let 71 be a partition such that 
p/n is a vertical strip. Let y and y,, . . . . yq be the C,-tableau and sequence of 
symbols recovered from 8’ and n. Then y4 > e . . > y , and /I’ is y + y,, . . . . y, . 
We are now in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 3.7. 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. Fix a partition 7~. Let c be a spin tableau and let 
z be a B,-tableau of shape [d, z]. Lemma 4.4 shows G H z is a B,-tableau 
of shape p, where p/n is a vertical strip. On the other hand, let /I’ be any 
B,-tableau of shape p where p/n is a vertical strip. By Lemma 4.14 there is 
exactly one sequence y, > ... > y, of symbols in (1, i, 2, 2, . . . . r, ?} and 
exactly one CT-tableau y of shape 7c such that y c y,, . . . . y, is /I’. Since there 
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is a single pair o and O’ of spin tableaux having yy, . . . . I’, as its sequence 
of symbols, /Y is the result of the insertion CJ H t, where 5 = 0’ 4 y, and of 
no other. This shows ye is a bijection, and q is weight-preserving since row 
insertion and the jeu de taquin are. 1 
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